Lesson 3: Stop Hands
Objectives: Children will use self-regulation tools to manage excited feelings.
Character Principle: Be Responsible
SEL Competency: Relationship Skills
Vocabulary: By accident, Stop Hands
Materials: Huggtopus with Silly and Excited Feelings tucked in pouch
1. Say, “Sometimes Huggtopus can get really excited when she plays. What do you
think can happen by accident when she gets like this?” Children will respond,
“We get hurt … It’s not fun.”
2. Say, “Remember the kotowaza, ‘Fun has to be fun for everyone.’ Huggs is going to get too excited with
me. Watch what I do with my face, voice, and words to let her know I like her, but she is acting too excited.”
3. Use Huggs as a puppet that’s acting overly excited and silly. Teach the children to use “Stop Hands”:
• Take a step back to make space.
• Put up one or both hands in a friendly way, close to your body, palms facing out, fingers spread
		 to indicate, “Stop.”
• Use a Talking Voice and Face and speak Huggtopus’s name.
• Say, “Stop. Let’s play something else?”
4. Go around the circle of children making Huggs be wild with them so they can imitate Stop Hands:
the step back, hands up, verbal statement. Some children may need help keeping their hands close
to their body and making sure their faces and voices remain friendly but firm.
Gender Differences
Steve Biddulph, author of Raising Boys (2008), suggests why rough-and-tumble play seems to be
necessary for boys around age 4. At this time, they have an upward spike in testosterone levels
for about a year. They are interested in “action, heroes, adventures, and spirited play” and will
need to be taught how to keep this playful energy fun for everyone!

Stop Hands and Children with Social-Emotional Challenges
•

Children who are socially challenged will need extra guidance to learn and generalize both
the Talking Hand and Stop Hands.
•	Don’t be afraid to coach these children to help them learn to use their hands in a way that
really lets others know they are setting a limit.You may need to physically move their hands
into the correct position for them. They may want to hold their hands out in front of their
body, sending the wrong message.
• If you have a child who does not like others to get too close, help him/her learn how to use
Stop Hands effectively. Make sure that the child uses a neutral or Serious Face (wide eyes)
when using Stop Hands. If a Fighting Face is used, this will send a negative message, rather
than sending the intended message about setting a limit.
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